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Women in Canadian History Timeline

Create a timeline on women throughout Canadian history. First, research important moments 

or women throughout Canadian history. Next, put them on the timeline with a drawing or 

picture of the event or person. 

Some things or people you may want to research are.

• When Black, Indigenous, Asian and White women got the right      

   to vote.

• Nellie McClung.

• Chloe Cooley.

• Mary Two-Axe Earley. 

Many “firsts” like:

• The first Canadian woman in space.

• The first Canadian woman in politics.

• The first Canadian woman to win a Canadian Screen Award.

Try to include the most important moments or people from the  

last 100 years. Make sure you look up women and moments that  

affected people of all backgrounds. 

Share your timeline with your class. Add together 

everyone’s research to make one giant class timeline  

of important people and events. You will have a class 

timeline of women’s rights in Canadian history. 

Activity Six

Chloe Cooley 

Nellie McClung
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Pronouns Infographic

Create an infographic on pronouns. An infographic is a creative way of showing information. 

Use the Internet to look up different examples of infographics. 

Make sure you include a basic definition of pronoun and then choose what else you’d like to 

have on your infographic.

Some topics you may want to show are:

 •➢Gendered vs. gender-neutral pronouns.

➢• Examples of different pronouns.

➢• Why some people use gender-neutral pronouns.

➢• Statistic of the number of people who use gendered vs. gender-neutral pronouns.

➢• Tips for figuring out a person’s pronouns.

➢• Tips for using the correct pronouns.

➢• How to support people who use gender-neutral pronouns.

Put your infographics up around the classroom and participate in a learning walk. Half the 

class can stand in front of their infographic and explain it while the other half walks around 

the room and views their classmates work. Then you can switch! 

Activity Five
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Gender Stereotypes: Finish the Fairytale 

Get into groups of 4 or 5. In your groups, think of 

Fairy Tales that have stereotypical gender roles. 

Some examples might be Cinderella, Snow White or 

Rapunzel. In the chart below, make a list of as many 

stereotypes as you can think of. (i.e. “Sleeping Beauty 

needed a man to wake her up.”) 

Choose one Fairy Tale and flip the story. In your groups 

(or in pairs), creatively recreate the Fairy Tale in a 

gender-neutral way without gender stereotypes. You 

can rewrite the story, create a video, write a song or 

perform a skit, for example.

4A

Activity Four

Fairy Tale Gender Stereotypes
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Speech or Monologue 

Using whatever resources you have, research a well-known person who identifies as 

transgender or genderqueer. Be sure to take notes. Only use reliable sources! Some things 

you could research are:

• What pronouns do they use?

• When did they come out as transgender or genderqueer?

• How did their life change when they came out?

• What are they known for?

• Have they been bullied by others because they are transgender or genderqueer? 

• Are they a spokesperson for transgender or genderqueer rights?

Gather as much information as you can. Create a speech about your chosen person or 

write a monologue from their point of view. Include any highlights or struggles that the 

person has faced in their lives. Make sure you use proper terms when speaking about 

gender identity, gender expression and birth gender.

Activity Three
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Create a Gender Inclusive Business

Imagine you are a new business owner. You want to make sure your business is 

welcoming to all people. What would you do to make sure that people of all gender 

identities, gender expression or sexual orientations feel welcome?

Some things you might want to think about are: 

• Do you have washrooms that all people feel safe using?

• Have you taught your staff about gender identity, gender expression and sexual  

   orientation?

• Do you have a sign that says you welcome anyone from any background?

• Do you have any staff that are not cisgender or heterosexual?

• Are your signs gender specific or gender neutral?

• Do you have a list of rules about how you will deal  

   with bullying in your business? 

Make an advertisement 

for your business. Include 

descriptions of how it 

would be welcoming to 

everyone. Your business 

can be anything from a 

coffee shop to a lawn 

mowing service! Be as 

creative as you like.

Activity Two
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Activity One
Transgender or Non-Binary Characters: Flip the Script

Research a TV show or movie that has a transgender or non-binary character. If you can, 

watch the movie or an episode. Make notes on or research the following:

• How is the character presented? (funny, kind, mean, rude, quiet, outgoing etc.)

• Does the show use stereotypes to portray the character?

• Were they a main character or supporting character?

• Is the main focus of the character the fact that they are transgender?

• Is the character played by an actor who is transgender or non-binary? Is it played by  

   someone who is cisgender?

• Are there lots of jokes or insults made about them?

Based on your notes, does this show or movie portray this character in a positive (good) or 

negative (bad) way?

If they are portrayed in a negative way, think about how that could change 

to be more positive. Choose a scene in the movie or show and rewrite the 

script (or turn it into a comic strip). Make the scene more inclusive to the 

transgender or non-binary character.

If they are portrayed in a positive way, think about whether the scene would 

change if another character was also transgender or non-binary. Choose 

a scene in the movie or show and rewrite the script (or turn it into a comic 

strip). Write it as if the other characters is transgender or non-binary. Does 

this change the scene? Why or why not?
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1. Finish each sentence with a word from the list.

a) Your _______________________ is your own sense of being a boy, girl or anything in    
 between.

b) The clothes you wear, how you do your hair and how you walk are examples of your   
 _______________________. 

c) Gender isn’t set in stone. A person’s gender identity can change throughout their life,  
 meaning it exists on a _______________________. 

d) Some people believe that boys should act in a _______________________ way and girls  
 should act in a  _______________________ way.

e) People who express themselves in a way that is not masculine or feminine can be   
 described as _______________________. 

2. Draw a line between the adjective on the left and the gender that it is stereotypically   

 associated with.

3. A boy gets bullied by his classmates because he prefers to have long hair and wear tight   

 clothing. Does the way he chooses to express himself make him less of a boy? Why or why not?

gender expression androgynous masculine
gender identity    spectrum feminine

What is Gender?

Strong 

Girl

Emotional

Caring

Boy

Aggressive 

A

B

1

3

2

4
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What is Gender?
1. What is gender identity? What is gender expression? Explain the difference between them. 

2. Inaya identifies as a girl but has short hair and wears baggy clothing and hats. The kids in her  

 class bully her for the way she chooses to dress. As Inaya’s friend, what would you explain to the  

 bullies about her choice of expression? 

  a)  Which one is NOT a form of gender expression?

   A Clothing 
   B Haircut 
   C Who a person is attracted to. 
   D Mannerisms

 b)  How must someone who identifies as a girl express herself?

   A  In a feminine way. 
   B In a masculine way. 
   C  In an androgynous or gender-neutral way. 
   D  Any way she wishes.

 c)  A person’s gender expression must be decided:

   A  by their parents at birth. 
   B never—it can change throughout their life. 
   C  during puberty. 
   D  before their first romantic relationship.

3. Put a checkmark next to the answer that is most correct. 

NAME: 
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What is Gender?
Gender refers to how people view what it means to be a boy or girl. The way people 
think of gender can depend on their own experiences. Many people think that 'boy' and 
'girl' (or man and woman) are the only genders. However, there are other ways to identify 
other than boy and girl.

Gender identity is how we feel about our own gender. This is a personal feeling of being 
a boy or a girl or neither or both. Gender identity can be seen as a spectrum. Think of it 
with ‘girl’ on one side and ‘boy’ on the other side. A person might feel more like a boy 
or more like a girl. They may also feel that they aren't a boy or a girl. They might feel like 
they are somewhere in between being a boy and a girl.

A person’s gender identity is not decided when they are born. A person might live their 
life as a boy and then realize they actually identify as a girl. Some people live their lives 
as a gender that they don't identify with. This might be because of pressures from people 
in their community. This can be very difficult for that person. They may not feel like they 
are being their true selves. Nobody can tell someone else what their gender identity is. It 
is a very personal feeling!

1. Nabila has lived her life as a girl. For a long time, she didn’t really think about her 
gender. But now that she’s in grade 6, she’s feeling a lot of pressure to fit into a certain 
gender ‘category’. She mostly identifies with being a girl, but there is a part of her that 
identifies with being a boy. On the diagram below, use an arrow to show where you think 
Nabila would place herself on the gender spectrum.

NAME: 
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4. How do you think stereotypes of a certain group can be harmful to members of that group? 

5. What do you think the world would be like without stereotypes?

 
 

Graphic Organizer

6. Use the graphic organizer on page 12 to identify gender stereotypes.

 Think of ways that people think boys and girls should be. These are stereotypes. Under  

 the “boy” side, list qualities that people see as boyish or masculine. Under the “girl”  

 side, list qualities that people think are girlish or feminine. Under the “androgynous/ 

 gender-neutral” section, list qualities that are neither or both masculine and feminine.  

 Make sure you include both physical and emotional things. Write down as many  

 examples as you can. Use the Internet to help you if you run out of ideas.

11

What is Gender?
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Get into groups of 4 or 5. Using magazines, cut out and glue pictures of advertisements 
for boys products on a piece of paper with the title “Boy Products”. Do the same with 
advertisements for girls products on a piece of paper with the title “Girl Products”. 

When you have completed your collage, take a moment to look at each one. In your 
groups, talk about what you notice. One group member should write down key points.

As a class, share what you noticed! 

Some points to discuss might be:
• Do you see boys in ads for girl’s products or girls in ads for boy's products?
• Who looks more active or athletic in the advertisements: boys or girls?
• Do you think these advertisements are true for what all boys and all girls want?
• Do you think the products being advertised are representative of what all girls or boys   
 want? 
• Do these ads make you feel like you are supposed to buy certain things because of   
 your gender?
• Would any of you rather buy something that is advertised for the opposite gender?
• How do you think these stereotypes of what boys and girls want can be harmful to   
 children who see the magazines? 

Now, on your own, make your own magazine or advertisement that doesn’t use 
stereotypes. It should show boys and girls using a variety of different things. Be as creative 
as you can! 

Comparing ‘Boy’ vs. ‘Girl’ Magazines

1
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1. A person can feel masculine in some ways and feminine in others.  

  TRUE FALSE

2. The gender that you were assigned at birth is the same as your gender identity. 

  TRUE FALSE

3. A person’s sexual orientation depends on their gender.      

  TRUE FALSE

4. There are more ways to identify than just boy and girl or man and woman.   

  TRUE FALSE

5. The term Two-Spirit can be used by anyone to describe themselves.                                      

  TRUE FALSE

 Circle   TRUE if the statement is TRUE or FALSE if it is FALSE. 

5

Comprehension Quiz
Part A

Part B

SUBTOTAL:       /10
19

20

5

2. Put a checkmark next to all the words that have to do with gender identity.

 A Cisgender   

 B Gay  

 C Transgender  

 D Gender Non-Binary  

 E Heterosexual   
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Down

2.    Gender _______ are behaviors that are seen  
  as appropriate or acceptable for certain  
  genders. 

3.    When a person decides to tell others about  
  their sexual orientation or gender identity.

4.    A term used to describe people who do not  
  identify as a man or a woman.   

6.    Gender ______________ is the way a person  
  chooses to express their gender.

7.    A gender expression that isn't feminine or  
  masculine; it is somewhere in the middle of  
  the spectrum. 

8.   A word that replaces a noun like a person's  
  name, for example. 

11. A person whose gender identity does not  
  match their assigned sex. 

13.  Gender _________ is our personal feeling of  
  being a boy or a girl or something in  
  between. 

15. A common gender neutral pronoun.

Across
1.   A term that is used by some Indigenous nations  
 to describe people within their community that  
 are thought of as ‘third gender’. 

5.  When a certain group of people are treated  
 unfairly by the people in control. 

9. Making changes to yourself to feel more like  
 your gender identity.

10. Sexual ____________ is who we are   
 romantically attracted to. 

12. A person whose gender identity matches 
 their assigned sex. 

14. An unfair belief about a certain group of  
 people.

androgynous
cisgender
coming out
expression
identity
non-binary
oppressed
orientation

pronoun
roles
stereotype
they
transgender
transitioning
Two-Spirit

Word List

1. 2.

3.

4. 5. 6.

7.

8.

9.

10. 11

12. 13.

14. 15.
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ASSIGNED SEX

anatomy, chromosomes, hormones

internal sense of self

communication of gender

GENDER IDENTITY

GENDER EXPRESSION

MALE

MAN

MASCULINE FEMININE

FEMALE

WOMAN

INTERSEX

THIRD GENDER

ANDROGYNOUS

Male

Female

Bigender

Genderqueer/
Non-Binary

Transgender
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1.

2.

2.

3.

Boys only like playing 
with trucks and boyish 

toys. All girls prefer 
the colour pink. In 

dangerous situations, 
boys will always take 
charge. Girls prefer 

long hair to short hair.

1.  Answers will vary, 
but may include: 

Nabila would place 
herself somewhere 
between the centre 
and identifying as a 

girl.

Gender identity is an 
individual’s internal 

sense of being a boy 
or a girl (or anything 
in between). Gender 
expression refers to 

the way an individual 
chooses to outwardly 
express their gender 

identity on a spectrum 
from masculine to 

feminine (or anything 
in between).

Answers will vary, but 
may include: Explain 

that gender expression 
is a personal choice 
and that it does not 
always need to align 

with one’s gender 
identity. How Inaya 

expresses her gender 
is nothing to make fun 

of even if it is at the 
more stereotypically 

‘masculine’ end of the 
spectrum.

3.

a)  4 C

b)  4 D

c)  4 B

8

9

4.

5.

Answers will vary, 
but may include: 

Stereotypes put unfair 
pressure on members 
of the group to fit into 
the description that 

the stereotype portrays. 
These expectations 

can make members of 
the group feel inferior if 
they do not fit it, which 
can result in poor self-

esteem. 

Answers will vary, but 
may include: Without 
stereotypes, the world 

would possibly be 
more diverse with less 

barriers.

Answers will vary, 
but may include: 
No. The way he 

expresses himself 
is his own personal 

decision; therefore, it 
does not make him 

any less of a boy.

a) gender 
identity    

b) gender 
expression   

c) spectrum      

d) masculine, 
feminine   

e) androgynous  

1.

1 B

3

4

A

B

2 A
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What is Gender?
1. What is gender identity? What is gender expression? Explain the difference between them. 

2. Inaya identifies as a girl but has short hair and wears baggy clothing and hats. The kids in her  

 class bully her for the way she chooses to dress. As Inaya’s friend, what would you explain to the  

 bullies about her choice of expression? 

  a)  Which one is NOT a form of gender expression?

   A Clothing 
   B Haircut 
   C Who a person is attracted to. 
   D Mannerisms

 b)  How must someone who identifies as a girl express herself?

   A  In a feminine way. 
   B In a masculine way. 
   C  In an androgynous or gender-neutral way. 
   D  Any way she wishes.

 c)  A person’s gender expression must be decided:

   A  by their parents at birth. 
   B never—it can change throughout their life. 
   C  during puberty. 
   D  before their first romantic relationship.

3. Put a checkmark next to the answer that is most correct. 

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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What is Gender?
Gender refers to how people view what it means to be a boy or girl. The way people 
think of gender can depend on their own experiences. Many people think that 'boy' and 
'girl' (or man and woman) are the only genders. However, there are other ways to identify 
other than boy and girl.

Gender identity is how we feel about our own gender. This is a personal feeling of being 
a boy or a girl or neither or both. Gender identity can be seen as a spectrum. Think of it 
with ‘girl’ on one side and ‘boy’ on the other side. A person might feel more like a boy 
or more like a girl. They may also feel that they aren't a boy or a girl. They might feel like 
they are somewhere in between being a boy and a girl.

A person’s gender identity is not decided when they are born. A person might live their 
life as a boy and then realize they actually identify as a girl. Some people live their lives 
as a gender that they don't identify with. This might be because of pressures from people 
in their community. This can be very difficult for that person. They may not feel like they 
are being their true selves. Nobody can tell someone else what their gender identity is. It 
is a very personal feeling!

1. Nabila has lived her life as a girl. For a long time, she didn’t really think about her 
gender. But now that she’s in grade 6, she’s feeling a lot of pressure to fit into a certain 
gender ‘category’. She mostly identifies with being a girl, but there is a part of her that 
identifies with being a boy. On the diagram below, use an arrow to show where you think 
Nabila would place herself on the gender spectrum.
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Get into groups of 4 or 5. Using magazines, cut out and glue pictures of advertisements 
for boys products on a piece of paper with the title “Boy Products”. Do the same with 
advertisements for girls products on a piece of paper with the title “Girl Products”. 

When you have completed your collage, take a moment to look at each one. In your 
groups, talk about what you notice. One group member should write down key points.

As a class, share what you noticed! 

Some points to discuss might be:
• Do you see boys in ads for girl’s products or girls in ads for boy's products?
• Who looks more active or athletic in the advertisements: boys or girls?
• Do you think these advertisements are true for what all boys and all girls want?
• Do you think the products being advertised are representative of what all girls or boys   
 want? 
• Do these ads make you feel like you are supposed to buy certain things because of   
 your gender?
• Would any of you rather buy something that is advertised for the opposite gender?
• How do you think these stereotypes of what boys and girls want can be harmful to   
 children who see the magazines? 

Now, on your own, make your own magazine or advertisement that doesn’t use 
stereotypes. It should show boys and girls using a variety of different things. Be as creative 
as you can! 

Comparing ‘Boy’ vs. ‘Girl’ Magazines

1
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..................Gender Spectrum

ASSIGNED SEX

anatomy, chromosomes, hormones

internal sense of self

communication of gender

GENDER IDENTITY

GENDER EXPRESSION

MALE

MAN

MASCULINE FEMININE

FEMALE

WOMAN

INTERSEX

THIRD GENDER

ANDROGYNOUS

Male

Female

Bigender

Genderqueer/
Non-Binary

Transgender


